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Letter Perfect (California Historical Series Book #1)
Haunted by the horrors of war, ex-cavalry officer Matthew Hanger leads a band of
mercenaries known as Hanger's Horsemen who have become legends in 1890s
Texas. They defend the innocent and obtain justice for the oppressed. But when a
rustler's bullet leaves one of them at death's door, they're the ones in need of
saving. Dr. Josephine Burkett is used to men taking one look at her skirts and
discounting her medical skills. What she's not used to is having a man change his
mind in a heartbeat and offer to assist her in surgery. Matthew Hanger's dedication
to his friend during recovery earns Josephine's respect, and when she hears of her
brother's abduction, he becomes her only hope for rescue. Matt has stared down
ruthless outlaws, betrayal, and injury, but when a bossy lady doctor crawls under
his skin, his heart is tempted to surrender. And when she is caught in the crossfire,
he may have to sacrifice everything--even his team--to save her.

Echoes
1890s Texas. Marietta Hawkins has been in love with ranch foreman Daniel Barrett
since she came home from school three years ago. Unfortunately, her father's rule
about hands not fraternizing with his daughter has kept him out of reach. She
believed patience would prove a virtue in winning him over--until now. He is
leaving. Starting up his own spread. To have any hope of maneuvering him into a
proposal, she has to act fast or lose him forever. Fans of A Worthy Pursuit will enjoy
seeing these characters again!

To Win Her Heart
In this 2-in-1 novella collection, Gift of the Heart tells the tale of a widow whose
heirloom brooch brings her in contact--and conflict--with the local banker and
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might bring her a second chance at love. In An Archer Family Christmas, gathered
together for the holidays, some of the Archers see long-held dreams fulfilled by an
unexpected request for help.

Brides of Texas
Rock Harbor Search and Rescue
Her Christmas Family by Jillian Hart "Please be my ma for Christmas." Felicity
Sawyer can't resist little Gertie's heartfelt letter. Tate Winters seeks a bride for
Gertie's sake, not his own. But as his reserve thaws before Felicity's sunny
optimism, this new family learns that togetherness is the best way to celebrate the
season. Christmas Stars for Dry Creek by Janet Tronstad Eleanor McBride's
outgrown her dreams of romance—but not her wishes for motherhood. Wedding
Sergeant Adam Martin will give her a daughter to cherish. Yet it's not just shy,
sweet Hannah who's captured her affections. And Eleanor's arrival in Dry Creek
could be the start of a journey to true love.…

The Age of Innocence
The Husband Maneuver (With This Ring? Collection)
Lighthearted Historical Romance From a Rising Star No one steps on Archer land.
Not if they value their life. But when Meredith Hayes overhears a lethal plot to burn
the Archer brothers off their ranch, a twelve-year-old debt compels her to take the
risk. Fourteen years of constant vigilance hardens a man. Yet when Travis Archer
confronts a female trespasser with the same vivid blue eyes as the courageous
young girl he once aided, he can't bring himself to send her away. And when an act
of sacrifice leaves her injured and her reputation in shreds, gratitude and guilt
send him riding to her rescue once again. Four brothers. Four straws. One bride.
Despite the fact that Travis is no longer the gallant youth Meredith once dreamed
about, she determines to stand by his side against the enemy that threatens them
both. But will love ever be hers? Or will Travis always see her merely as a shortstraw bride?

The Joy Luck Club
Archer has always wanted what he can't have-Quinn Dawson. Since the moment
he saw her, he's been denying his feelings for her, ignoring the void in his heart he
knows only she can fill. Everything about them was wrong, the kind of wrong that
felt so right. But none of it mattered. Not the terrible timing. And definitely not the
mess it would create if Archer made a move on his best friend's baby sister.It was
supposed to be one night, but one night is all it takes to make everything more
complicated, and they only have nine short months to sort it all out.No, none of it
mattered. Until it did.

Heart on the Line (Ladies of Harper's Station Book #2)
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Witemeyer Returns with Her Trademark Blend of Adventure, Romance, and Humor
Grace Mallory is tired of running, of hiding. But when an old friend sends an afterhours telegraph transmission warning Grace that the man who has hunted her for
nearly a year has discovered her location, she fears she has no choice. She can't
let the villain she believes responsible for her father's death release his wrath in
Harper's Station, the town that has sheltered her and blessed her with the dearest
friends she's ever known. Amos Bledsoe prefers bicycles to horses and private
conversations over the telegraph wire to social gatherings with young ladies who
see him as nothing more than an oddity. His telegraph companion, the mysterious
Miss G, listens eagerly to his ramblings every night and delights him with tales all
her own. For months, their friendship--dare he believe, courtship?--has fed his hope
that he has finally found the woman God intended for him. Yet when he takes the
next step to meet her in person, he discovers her life is in peril, and Amos must
decide if he can shed the cocoon of his quiet nature to become the hero Grace
requires.

A Book of Golden Deeds
USA Today bestselling author Beverly Jenkins returns with the first book in a
breathtaking new series set in the Old West Rhine Fontaine is building the
successful life he's always dreamed of—one that depends upon him passing for
White. But for the first time in years, he wishes he could step out from behind the
façade. The reason: Eddy Carmichael, the young woman he rescued in the desert.
Outspoken, defiant, and beautiful, Eddy tempts Rhine in ways that could cost him
everything . . . and the price seems worth paying. Eddy owes her life to Rhine, but
she won't risk her heart for him. As soon as she's saved enough money from her
cooking, she'll leave this Nevada town and move to California. No matter how
handsome he is, no matter how fiery the heat between them, Rhine will never be
hers. Giving in for just one night might quench this longing. Or it might ignite an
affair as reckless and irresistible as it is forbidden . . .

King's Man
When love simmers between a reclusive scientist and a wealthy debutante, will
they abandon ship or is it full steam ahead? Nicole Renard returns home to
Galveston, Texas, to find her father deathly ill. Though she loves him, Nicole's
father has always focused on what she's not. Not male. Not married. Not able to
run Renard Shipping. Vowing to find a suitable husband to give her father the heir
he desires before it's too late, Nicole sets out with the Renard family's greatest
treasure as her dowry: the highly coveted Lafitte Dagger. But her father's rivals
come after the dagger, forcing a change in Nicole's plans. After a boiler explosion
aboard the Louisiana nearly took his life, Darius Thornton has been a man
obsessed. He will do anything to stop even one more steamship disaster. Even if it
means letting a female secretary into his secluded world. Nicole is determined not
to let her odd employer scare her off with his explosive experiments, yet when
respect and mutual attraction grow between them, a new fear arises. How can she
acquire an heir for her father when her heart belongs to another? And when her
father's rivals discover her hiding place, will she have to choose between that love
and her family's legacy?
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LORD OF LA PAMPA
Patchwork Dreams
Steve Martin has been an international star for over thirty years. Here, for the first
time, he looks back to the beginning of his career and charmingly evokes the
young man he once was. Born in Texas but raised in California, Steve was seduced
early by the comedy shows that played on the radio when the family travelled back
and forth to visit relatives. When Disneyland opened just a couple of miles away
from home, an enchanted Steve was given his first chance to learn magic and
entertain an audience. He describes how he noted the reaction to each joke in a
ledger - 'big laugh' or 'quiet' - and assiduously studied the acts of colleagues,
stealing jokes when needed. With superb detail, Steve recreates the world of small,
dark clubs and the fear and exhilaration of standing in the spotlight. While a
philosophy student at UCLA, he worked hard at local clubs honing his comedy and
slowly attracting a following until he was picked up to write for TV. From here on,
Steve Martin became an acclaimed comedian, packing out venues nationwide. One
night, however, he noticed empty seats and realised he had 'reached the top of the
rollercoaster'. BORN STANDING UP is a funny and riveting chronicle of how Steve
Martin became the comedy genius we now know and is also a fascinating portrait
of an era.

Short-Straw Bride
Teen mother Becky Troyer struggles for acceptance in her Amish community.
When a handsome young man named Jakob comes to help out for the summer, a
friendship that blossoms slowly soon turns to love.

Stealing the Preacher (The Archer Brothers Book #2)
Inspirational Historical Romance's Rising Star On his way to interview for a position
at a church in the Piney Woods of Texas, Crockett Archer can scarcely believe it
when he's forced off the train by a retired outlaw and presented to the man's
daughter as the minister she requested for her birthday. Worried this unfortunate
detour will ruin his chances of finally serving a congregation of his own, Crockett is
determined to escape. But when he finally gets away, he's haunted by the memory
of the young woman he left behind--a woman whose dreams now hinge on him. For
months, Joanna Robbins prayed for a preacher. A man to breathe life back into the
abandoned church at the heart of her community. A man to assist her in fulfilling a
promise to her dying mother. A man to help her discover answers to the questions
that have been on her heart for so long. But just when it seems God has answered
her prayers, it turns out the parson is there against his will and has dreams of his
own calling him elsewhere. Is there any way she can convince Crockett to stay in
her little backwoods community? And does the attraction between them have any
chance of blossoming when Joanna's outlaw father is dead set against his daughter
courting a preacher?

A Tailor-Made Bride
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When Meredith Hayes overhears a lethal plot to burn the Archer brothers off their
ranch, she treads on dangerous territory to warn Travis Archer and stand by his
side against an enemy that threatens them both. Original.

At Love's Command (Hanger's Horsemen Book #1)
"A rip-roaring taleinspired by but not slavish to historical events of the Dark Ages,
this book is full of twists and turnsA fast-moving, thoroughly enjoyable yarn."
—Kirkus Reviews on King's Man In 1192 A.D., with the Third Crusade over, Richard
the Lionheart is headed back home to England, only to be betrayed, captured, and
held for ransom. Now with the princes of Europe lining up against him, the fate of
the greatest warrior in Christendom lies in the hands of a renegade earl and former
outlaw: Robin Hood. The mission is deadly and the enemies are powerful and
numerous. But for king and country, Robin and his loyal lieutenant Alan Dale will
face great risks—from battles on blood-soaked fields to deadly assassins—in a
heroic bid to restore the Lionheart to his rightful throne. Angus Donald has written
a brilliant novel of the dark ages, one that brings some of the best-known figures in
history to wondrous, vivid life.

The White Company
A Historical Western Romance Short Story From Bestselling Author Karen
Witemeyer After serving as a doctor during the War Between the States, Jacob
Sadler wants nothing more than to establish a quiet country practice in rural
Texas. But he knows he'll never find peace until he buries the pain of his past. To
that end, he accepts a job in Cold Spring, Texas--the town he's avoided for
seventeen years--and discovers his past is definitely still alive and kicking. When a
new doctor arrives in town and saves her brother's leg, Mollie Tate quickly puts
him on a hero's pedestal. But then the new doc insults her "Uncle" Curtis. Years
ago, Curtis Sadler rescued Mollie when no one else cared. How could he possibly
be the villain the new doctor believes him to be? Jacob doesn't know what to make
of the young woman who assists him like a seasoned nurse one minute only to
take a strip out of his hide the next. Yet the sparks that fly between them make
him feel more alive than he has in a long time. As respect for his young nurse turns
into something deeper, can he set aside the pain from his past to embrace this
new love, or are some sins too big to be forgiven?

Shattered (Alaskan Courage Book #2)
The White Company is a historical adventure by Arthur Conan Doyle set during the
Hundred Years' War. The story is set in England, France, and Spain, in the years
1366 and 1367, against the background of the campaign of Edward, the Black
Prince to restore Peter of Castile to the throne of the Kingdom of Castile. The
climax of the book occurs before the Battle of Najera. The "White Company" of the
title is a free company of archers, led by one of the main characters. The name is
taken from a real-life 14th-Century Italian mercenary company, led by John
Hawkwood.

Cheat Codes
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A teacher on the run. A bounty hunter in pursuit. Can two enemies learn to trust
each other before they both lose what they hold most dear? Stone Hammond is the
best tracker in Texas. He never comes home empty-handed. So when a wealthy
railroad investor hires him to find his abducted granddaughter, Stone eagerly
accepts. Charlotte Atherton, former headmistress of Sullivan's Academy for
Exceptional Youths, will do anything to keep her charges safe, especially the
orphaned girl entrusted to her care. Charlotte promised Lily's mother she'd keep
the girl away from her unscrupulous grandfather, and nothing will stop Charlotte
from fulfilling that pledge. Not even the handsome bounty hunter with surprisingly
honest eyes who comes looking for them. When Miss Atherton produces
documentation that shows her to be Lily's legal guardian, Stone must reevaluate
everything he's been led to believe. Is she villain or victim? Then a new danger
forces Charlotte to trust the man sent to destroy her. Stone vows to protect what
he once sought to tear apart. Besides, he's ready to start a new pursuit: winning
Charlotte's heart.

Full Steam Ahead
The epic fifth novel in the Matthew Shardlake Tudor Mystery series by the
bestselling author of Winter in Madrid and Dominion Summer 1545. A massive
French armada is threatening England, and Henry VIII has plunged the country into
economic crisis to finance the war. Meanwhile, an old servant of Queen Catherine
Parr has asked Matthew Shardlake to investigate claims of "monstrous" wrongs
committed against a young ward of the court. As the French fleet approaches,
Shardlake's inquiries reunite him with an old friend-and an old enemy close to the
throne. This fast-paced fifth installment in C. J. Sansom's "richly entertaining and
reassuringly scholarly series" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review)
will enchant fans of Wolf Hall, Bring Up the Bodies, and The Other Boleyn Girl.

Short-Straw Bride (The Archer Brothers Book #1)
After completing his sentence for the unintentional crime that derailed his youthful
plans for fame and fortune, Levi Grant looks to start over in the town of Spencer,
Texas. Spencer needs a blacksmith, a trade Levi learned at his father's knee, and
he needs a place where no one knows his past. Eden Spencer has sworn off men,
choosing instead to devote her time to the lending library she runs in the town her
father founded. When a mountain-sized stranger walks through her door and asks
to borrow a book, she's reluctant to trust him. Yet as the mysteries of the town's
new blacksmith unfold, Eden discovers hidden depths in him that tempt her heart.
Eden believes she's finally found a man of honor and integrity. But when the truth
about Levi's prodigal past comes to light, can this tarnished hero find a way to win
back the librarian's affections?

Forbidden
1902 Gainesville, Texas Rosalind Kemp became a Harvey Girl five years ago to get
away from Texas and the repercussions of a youthful indiscretion. When an
unexpected assignment lands her in Gainesville, she hides behind fake spectacles
and strict professionalism to discourage male attention. Yet not even a prudish
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disguise can dissuade local attorney Caleb Durrington from pursuing her. His
gentle, persistent wooing tempts her to let down her guard, but when her secret is
exposed, will Caleb turn away from her shame? Or will his love give her the
courage to finally face her greatest folly? More Than a Pretty Face is a sweet
novella from historical romance author, Karen Witemeyer.

Love on the Mend
Laugh-Out-Loud Historical Fiction! Ruth Caldwell has always tried to live up to her
mother's expectations of what a lady should beoften with less-than-impressive
results. But when she's forced to journey west to meet the father she's never seen,
Ruth hopes that this might be the place she'll finally fit in. But her arrival brings
about more mayhem than even Ruth is used to. She soon meets Josh McCain, the
son of her father's business partner, but discovers some startling news: Her father
passed away years ago. And though Josh urges Ruth to claim her inheritance, he
grows suspicious of something more sinister at hand when her "accidents" seem to
go beyond Ruth's normal bumbling ways and leave her very life in danger.

I. N. E. T. 3
When repaying a debt suddenly goes awry, Meredith finds four brothers drawing
straws for her hand! Can the future hold love for this short-straw-bride?

Mail-Order Christmas Brides
A Thrilling New Romantic Suspense from the Genre's Newest Star Piper McKenna
couldn't be more thrilled that her prodigal brother, Reef, has returned to Yancey,
Alaska, after five years. But her happiness is short-lived when Reef appears at her
house covered in blood. A fellow snowboarder has been killed--but despite the
evidence, Reef swears he's innocent. And Piper believes him. Deputy Landon
Grainger loves the McKennas like family, but he's also sworn to find the truth. Piper
is frustrated with his need for facts over faith, but he knows those closest to you
have the power to deceive you the most. With his sheriff pushing for a quick
conviction, some unexpected leads complicate the investigation, and pursuing the
truth may mean risking Landon's career. With Piper waging her own search, the
two head deep into Canada's rugged backcountry--and unexpected complications.
Not only does their long friendship seem to be turning into something more, but
this dangerous case is becoming deadlier with each step.

The Nursery Rhymes of England
As the scion of one of New York's leading families, Newland Archer was born into a
life of sumptuous privilege and strict duty. Though sensitive and intelligent, Archer
respects the rigid social code of his class and plans to marry ?one of his own kind,”
the striking May Welland. But the arrival of the free-spirited Countess Olenska, who
breathes clouds of European sophistication, makes him question his formerly
complacent life. As he falls ever more deeply in love with her, he discovers just
how hard it is to escape the bounds of his society. Edith Wharton's Pulitzer Prizewinning novel is at once a poignant story of frustrated love and an extraordinarily
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vivid and satirical portrait of a vanished world. The world's greatest works of
literature are now available in these beautiful keepsake volumes. Bound in real
cloth, and featuring gilt edges and ribbon markers, these beautifully produced
books are a wonderful way to build a handsome library of classic literature. These
are the essential novels that belong in every home. They'll transport readers to
imaginary worlds and provide excitement, entertainment, and enlightenment for
years to come. All of these novels feature attractive illustrations and have an
unequalled period feel that will grace the library, the bedside table or bureau.

Heartstone
More than a Pretty Face (A Harvey House Brides Novella)
A New Value Paperback Edition for Karen Witemeyer! Get three historical romances
in one omnibus edition from bestselling author Karen Witemeyer. This special
edition introduces value-minded readers to Karen's unbeatable blend of Texas
history, humor, action, and irresistible romance. Includes three of Karen's most
popular novels-- A Tailor-Made Bride, Short-Straw Bride, and Stealing the Preacher.

The Red Fairy Book
More Than Words Can Say (A Patchwork Family Novel Book #2)
Jericho "J.T." Tucker wants nothing to do with Coventry, Texas's new dressmaker.
He's all too familiar with her kind--shallow women more devoted to fashion than
true beauty. Yet, except for her well-tailored clothing, this seamstress is not at all
what he expected. Hannah Richards is confounded by the man who runs the livery.
The unsmiling fellow riles her with his arrogant assumptions and gruff manner
while at the same time stirring her heart with unexpected acts of kindness. Which
side of Jericho Tucker reflects the real man? When Hannah decides to help Jericho's
sister catch a beau--leading to uproarious consequences for the whole town--will
Jericho and Hannah find a way to bridge the gap between them?

The Shi King, the Old "Poetry Classic" of the Chinese
An Old-Fashioned Texas Christmas (The Archer Brothers Book
#4)
Enjoy Bestselling Author Karen Witemeyer's Terrific New Romance! Men are
optional. That's the credo Emma Chandler's suffragette aunts preached and why
she started a successful women's colony in Harper's Station, Texas. But when an
unknown assailant tries repeatedly to drive them out, Emma admits they might
need a man after all. A man who can fight--and she knows just the one. Malachi
Shaw finally earned the respect he craved by becoming an explosives expert for
the railroad. Yet when Emma's plea arrives, he bolts to Harper's Station to repay
the girl who once saved his life. Only she's not a girl any longer. She's a woman
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with a mind of her own and a smile that makes a man imagine a future he doesn't
deserve. As the danger intensifies, old feelings grow and deepen, but Emma and
Mal will need more than love to survive.

A Match Made in Texas
There's a secret matchmaker at work in frontier Texas! In the small town of Dry
Gulch, Texas, a good-hearted busybody just can't keep herself from surreptitiously
trying to match up women in dire straits with men of good character she hopes can
help them. How is she to know she's also giving each couple a little nudge toward
love? A Cowboy Unmatched Neill isn't sure who hired him to repair Clara's roof--he
only knows Clara desperately needs his help. Can he convince this stubborn widow
to let down her guard and take another chance on love? An Unforeseen Match
Hoping to earn an honest wage on his way to the land rush, Clayton ends up on
Grace's doorstep, lured by a classified ad. He may have signed on for more than he
expected though--and he may have found the one woman who can keep him from
moving on. No Match for Love Andrew can't fathom how refined Lucy ended up as
the caretaker to his dotty aunt, and somehow her arrival has prompted even more
bizarre occurrences around the ranch. When they join forces to unearth the truth,
will the attraction between Andrew and Lucy develop into more? Meeting Her
Match When the tables are turned and a tenderhearted meddler becomes the
beneficiary of a matchmaking scheme, her world is turned upside down. As her
entire life changes, will she finally be able to tell the banker's son how much she
cares for him?

The Book of Jasher
After fulfilling a pledge to a dying friend, Zacharias Hamilton is finally free. No
family entanglements. No disappointing those around him. Just the quiet bachelor
existence he's always craved. Until fate snatches his freedom away when the
baker of his favorite breakfast bun is railroaded by the city council. Despite not
wanting to get involved, he can't turn a blind eye to her predicament . . . or her
adorable dimples. Abigail Kemp needs a man's name on her bakery's deed. A
marriage of convenience seems the best solution . . . if it involves a man she can
control. That person definitely isn't the stoic lumberman who oozes silent
confidence whenever he enters her shop. Control Zacharias Hamilton? She can't
even control her pulse when she's around him. When vows are spoken, Abigail's
troubles should be over. Yet threats to the bakery worsen, and darker dangers
hound her sister. Can she put ever more trust in Zach without losing her dreams of
independence?

A Cowboy Unmatched (Ebook Shorts) (The Archer Brothers
Book #3)
Romantic suspense from a best-selling novelist. Sequel to Unforgotten, Sofie
Michelli goes to Sonoma to unravel her past, but returns to face the future.

Born Standing Up
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The famed folklorist collects 37 tales of enchantment, ranging from the familiar
("Rapunzel," "Jack and the Beanstalk," and "The Golden Goose") to lesser-known
stories from French, Russian, Danish, and Romanian sources. 97 illustrations.

Short-Straw Bride
“The Joy Luck Club is one of my favorite books. From the moment I first started
reading it, I knew it was going to be incredible. For me, it was one of those once-ina-lifetime reading experiences that you cherish forever. It inspired me as a writer
and still remains hugely inspirational.” —Kevin Kwan, author of Crazy Rich Asians
Amy Tan’s beloved, New York Times bestselling tale of mothers and daughters
Four mothers, four daughters, four families whose histories shift with the four
winds depending on who's "saying" the stories. In 1949 four Chinese women,
recent immigrants to San Francisco, begin meeting to eat dim sum, play mahjong,
and talk. United in shared unspeakable loss and hope, they call themselves the Joy
Luck Club. Rather than sink into tragedy, they choose to gather to raise their spirits
and money. "To despair was to wish back for something already lost. Or to prolong
what was already unbearable." Forty years later the stories and history continue.
With wit and sensitivity, Amy Tan examines the sometimes painful, often tender,
and always deep connection between mothers and daughters. As each woman
reveals her secrets, trying to unravel the truth about her life, the strings become
more tangled, more entwined. Mothers boast or despair over daughters, and
daughters roll their eyes even as they feel the inextricable tightening of their
matriarchal ties. Tan is an astute storyteller, enticing readers to immerse
themselves into these lives of complexity and mystery.

A Worthy Pursuit
In this middle-grade fiction novel based on Coble's bestselling Rock Harbor series
for adults, kids will enjoy the mixture of pets, adventure, suspense, and a mystery.

No Other Will Do (Ladies of Harper's Station Book #1)
Neill isn't sure who hired him to repair Clara's roof--he only knows Clara
desperately needs his help. Can he convince this stubborn widow to let down her
guard and take another chance on love?
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